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Dear Students, 


 


Welcome to the Machine Learning and Data Mining Survey Course.  This email contains lots of 


information and links to material.  The first section summarizes the included topics while the details are 


presented at the bottom of this email.    


 


Please let me know if you have trouble opening any of the links in this email.  I hope you enjoy the course 


as you learn new material. 


 


This class will start by exploring data using the R language.  Unsupervised methods including clustering 


will be saved for a future class.  There will only be six homework assignments.  Doing the final project is 


an important part of the course.  You are encouraged to work together throughout the course.  Of course 


the more you put into the class, the more you will get out of the class. 


In addition you may be interested in my personal web site which contains useful material and references: 
http://patriciahoffmanphd.com  You can follow me on Twitter:  http://twitter.com/patriciahoffman You can 
join the LinkedIn Group Bay Area Artificial Intelligence - Silicon Valley 
https://www.linkedin.com/groups?home=&gid=2084488&trk=anet_ug_hm 


 


Regards, Dr. Hoffman 


 


1)  Install the R programming Language 
To be prepared for the first class, please download R and a development environment onto your 


computers (http://patriciahoffmanphd.com/installr.php). It is easy to install RSTUDIO for use as the 


development environment.  There is also an RGUI which can be used, however it is not very powerful.  


The development environment, Eclipse, has a plug in for running R which I use although it does take a bit 


of effort to install.  You are welcome to use any option.  Instructions and links for these items are 


contained in this email. 


 


In addition R also has two packages that may be of interest to you: Beamer and Sweave.  Sweave can be 


used to produce pdf's using R (similar to LaTex).  Beamer is used for producing briefing charts.  Neither 


Beamer nor Sweave is necessary for the course. 


 


2)  Submission of Homework and Reports 
You are encouraged to work in groups.  There are six regular homework assignments to write up and turn 


in for this class.  In addition you are expected to contribute to a discussion on each homework 


assignment and take a short quiz.  There is also a final project which consists of two parts: the project 


plan and a written final report.  You may use the discussion forum on the class web site to suggest project 


topics and solicit team members for your project idea.  Final project details are given under the 


Assignments tab of the course web site.  


 


Assignment submission details are included in this email.  Details for the grading of the class are located 


in the course syllabus. 


 


3)  Web Links 


Web links for review of statistics, linear algebra, along with various papers, book recommendations, and 


other resources are provided in this section. 




http://patriciahoffmanphd.com/



http://twitter.com/patriciahoffman



https://www.linkedin.com/groups?home=&gid=2084488&trk=anet_ug_hm



http://patriciahoffmanphd.com/installr.php







 


 


 


Here are the details: 
 


1a)  Install the R programming Language 


(http://patriciahoffmanphd.com/installr.php) 


Down Load the Statistical Language R  


 


          Windows Machine 


First instructions for windows machine are given and then other machines are mentioned. 


1)     Go to the web site: http://cran.us.r-project.org/ 


2)     Choose the version of R that will work on your machine 


       i.e. I choose “Download R for Windows”  


3)     Next choose “install R for the first time” 


4)     Choose “Download R 3.0.1 for Windows”  


5)     You will be downloading the file R-3.0.1-win.exe 


6)     Use this file to install R.   


 


          Linux Machine 


To launch R in its own window, type the following into the Linux command line: 


R - g Tk & 


 


1b)  Links to R tutorials and installation details 
The first lesson in R which I will go over during the first class session can be found at 


http://patriciahoffmanphd.com/startr.php  . More tutorials, download information, and R references can be 


obtained here: http://patriciahoffmanphd.com/staticticallanguager.php 


 


1c)  R Development Environments 
RStudio:  RStudio works well and is the easiest to install.  The website to download RStudio is 


http://www.rstudio.com/ide/download/   (this is the easiest) I use the “Download RStudio Desktop”, which 


downloads the following version:   


 
RStudio 0.97.551 - Windows XP/Vista/7  


    


This downloads the file RStudio-0.97.551.exe which can be used to install RStudio. 


 


Documentation for RStudio is at http://www.rstudio.com/ide/docs/using/console.  


Short Cuts for this IDE are at http://www.rstudio.com/ide/docs/using/keyboard_shortcuts.  


 


Eclipse with statET:   


 


I prefer to use Eclipse as the IDE.  


 




http://patriciahoffmanphd.com/installr.php



http://cran.us.r-project.org/



http://patriciahoffmanphd.com/startr.php



http://patriciahoffmanphd.com/staticticallanguager.php



http://www.rstudio.com/ide/download/



http://download1.rstudio.org/RStudio-0.97.551.exe



http://www.rstudio.com/ide/docs/using/console



http://www.rstudio.com/ide/docs/using/keyboard_shortcuts







Details for installing Eclipse and the statET plugin for R are in the file:         


http://patriciahoffmanphd.com/resources/languages/StatsR/IntegrateRStatEtEclipsePluginSummary.pdf 


Screen shots of each step are in the file 


       


http://patriciahoffmanphd.com/resources/languages/StatsR/IntegrateRStatEtEclipsePluginPictures.pdf 


 


Eclipse with statET: Downloads for eclipse can be found here: http://www.eclipse.org/downloads/ 


Eclipse documentation can be found at http://www.eclipse.org/documentation/ 


The download for statET can be obtained here: http://www.walware.de/goto/statet 


 


Longhow Lam wrote “A Guide to Eclipse and the R plug-in StatET” (found at 


http://www.splusbook.com/RIntro/R_Eclipse_StatET.pdf). You can download it from 


http://www.splusbook.com/RIntro/RCourseMaterial.html . It is a good starting point for Eclipse beginners, 


but also advanced users find instructions on a lot of StatET features in this guide. 


 


Downloads for eclipse can be found here: http://www.eclipse.org/downloads/ 


Eclipse documentation can be found at http://www.eclipse.org/documentation/ 


The download for statET can be obtained here: http://www.walware.de/goto/statet 


Longhow Lam wrote “A Guide to Eclipse and the R plug-in StatET” (found at 


http://www.splusbook.com/RIntro/R_Eclipse_StatET.pdf). You can download it from 


http://www.splusbook.com/RIntro/RCourseMaterial.html . It is a good starting point for Eclipse 


beginners, but also advanced users find instructions on a lot of StatET features in this guide. 


More installation instructions are in the class folder: LearningR/IntegrateStateETeclipse.  There are three 


files: a summary file, the file containing screen shots of each step, and the Lam’s guide. 


 


 


1d)  Sweave, Beamer, knitr 
Descriptions, tutorials, and links to downloads are on these Wikipedia pages 


http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sweave        http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Beamer  


http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Knitr 


 


 


2)  Submission of Homework and Reports 
You are encourage to work in groups on the homework assignments.  By working in groups you can 


reduce the amount of time it takes to finish assignments. The first homework will help you get started 


learning the R language.   


 


The homework assignments can be found on the class web site under the Assignments tab.  The first 


homework assignment has already been posted.  The topic of the first class is Exploring Data and 


information on this topic including Example Code can be found in the drop box folder 01ExploingData.   


 


You are required to write the name of your collaborators for each assignment on your solution report. You 
are also required to submit the source code used to obtain your solutions along with your report. Your 
write-ups are to be original, and all external references must be duly cited. 
 
Submission Instructions: 




http://patriciahoffmanphd.com/resources/languages/StatsR/IntegrateRStatEtEclipsePluginSummary.pdf



http://patriciahoffmanphd.com/resources/languages/StatsR/IntegrateRStatEtEclipsePluginPictures.pdf



http://www.eclipse.org/downloads/



http://www.eclipse.org/documentation/



http://www.walware.de/goto/statet



http://www.splusbook.com/RIntro/R_Eclipse_StatET.pdf



http://www.splusbook.com/RIntro/RCourseMaterial.html



http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sweave



http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Beamer_%28LaTeX%29



http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Knitr







The homework should be submitted electronically through the class web site. You are encouraged to 


attach files to your submission.  Please label the files you submit with at least <Last-Name> HW<#>  
(for example I would label my solution to the first homework as hoffmanHW01DataExploration.pdf)  You 
can submit the homework as a .pdf or .doc. The code should be in .R file(s). Using Sweave or knitr files 
instead of pdf or doc files is fine.   Any source code that you use towards obtaining your results should be 
referred to in your solution report. Also include the mention of any tools you use towards your solution(s). 
 


 


3)  Web Links 
A quick review of the Linear Algebra and Probability necessary for Data Mining can be found at  


linear algebra - http://cs229.stanford.edu/section/cs229-linalg.pdf 


probability - http://cs229.stanford.edu/section/cs229-prob.pdf 


 


A great free online course in Linear Algebra (from Gilbert Strang at MIT) can be found at 


      http://ocw.mit.edu/courses/mathematics/18-06-linear-algebra-spring-2010/  


 


A review of basic linear algebra and probability theory can be found at 


      http://www.stanford.edu/class/cs246/cs246-11-mmds/Recitation.pdf 


 


Many book recommendations, papers, and tutorials can be found at 


http://patriciahoffmanphd.com/machinelearning.php 
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